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FROM THE PRINCIPAL
Dear Parents,
I have been enjoying reading the end of Semester 1 reports that will go home with your
child at the end of next week. It is amazing how far they have each progressed in their
learning; it is also amazing how much your child’s teacher knows about your child and the
other 20-25 students in the class. When you read the report, please take a moment to be
grateful for the work your child’s teachers do each day to help your child make daily
progress. You may know that at the end of Semester 2 last year the report document from
the Archdiocese changed slightly in format, giving us the opportunity to create ‘Student
Learning Profiles,’ where there previously were subject and general comments. At St Pat’s
we aim to celebrate student learning and achievement and name each child’s next steps in
learning. When you read the learning and effort reports, you will have a clear picture about
your child as a learner and a social participant in a class and school community.
In recent days my conversations with parents and with our teachers and staff seem to have
a general theme: The School Day – what we communicate and when. I would like to
comment on this today.
Many people enrol children in school and think of school as the place of learning to read,
write, count and generally learn across the curriculum. It is. Many parents know that
equally, children come to school to learn to be part of a community developing the social
skills to participate in: a class of learners; a playtime group; a pairing for project research, a
school. It is. Sometimes people forget that school is VERY different to home. It is.
The Good News: We are working each day in every space and place to help our children
navigate the learning and the social world. We know that children learn from having a go,
and sometimes getting it right, and sometimes making mistakes and getting it wrong. That’s
life. That is how we all learn. At St Pat’s we are ok that our children make mistakes in their
social world and in their learning. This means progress is about to be made! We start to be
concerned when the plans, conversations, modelling, coaching and the consequences,
including plans to earn back trust and respect, do not work and the child keeps making the
same mistake. How we manage our concern is to rethink, replan, reread, research, meet
with you and collaborate, and most importantly include your child in this. We do not tell you
every detail of every event in your child’s day. We don’t have time. If you haven’t heard
from us, we feel any events / issues of the day have been addressed and resolved and we
have moved on. Occasionally it is true, you haven’t heard from us because we don’t know
about the issue because it wasn’t brought to our attention; you can help by either getting
your child to communicate a concern/event or letting us know yourself.
Here is a short, but not exhaustive list, of some do’s and don’ts that will help our community
thrive:
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•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Focus on positive: end the day with everyone in the family
sharing 3 great things about their day and, if needed, one
concern.
Listen to your child & thank your child for telling their ‘part’ of
the story. Let them know their part is only one part of the
whole story.
Uphold the dignity of all of our children; when addressing
concerns talk about the behaviours (words & actions) not the
person.
Use a catastrophe scale to help your child keep things in
perspective.
Give your child a simple and positive strategy to help resolve
the issue in future.
Set a social goal with your child if they have play / social
worries.
Encourage truthfulness.
Encourage resilience.
Teach reparation and forgiveness.
Let the teacher know if you have a concern. Email or make
an appointment for a chat.
Let the school deal with the issue.
Be part of the solution.

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

Don’t ‘probe’ your child trying to find the
problems of the day; expect the day was
great.
Don’t make a small thing into a big thing.
Don’t coach, counsel or reprimand anyone
else’s child – seek a member of staff and
express any concern and leave it with the
school.
Don’t conduct ‘investigations’ with other
parents.
Don’t speak to other parents about anyone
else’s child. Limit your conversations to the
great things about your own child.
Don’t speak about your grievances in the
presence of your or other children – come
and see us to work it out.
Don’t hover / helicopter over your child.

Do have a great weekend with your children.
Jo

FROM THE ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL
The Stage Two and Three students are busy writing speeches to share with their classmates and possibly with
adjudicators later next week. Public speaking and good communication skills are important for your child’s success
in life. It is wonderful that students have the opportunity to develop these skills early in their schooling, as ‘Speaking
and Listening’ is part of the NSW Syllabus for the Australian Curriculum. Parents can help students of all ages by
getting them to focus on the following elements when speaking with others at home and in the community:
Speaking clearly with confidence and enthusiasm
Using expression appropriately when telling a story
Using descriptive language or wider a range of vocabulary
Listening to others and waiting for others to stop speaking
before having their turn
Being respectful of what others have to say, even if they
don’t agree
Using body language appropriately to show active listening
Remembering to use manners – saying ‘please’ and ‘thank
you’
Using people’s names when speaking
Using appropriate voice levels, articulation, gestures and
eye contact
Let’s help children learn positive communication skills to
give them a head start in our social world and set them up
for success!
With you on the education journey,
Mary-Ann

FROM THE REC
Alex - In KG we have been learning how to make the sign of the cross and about the different times we pray.
Sienna - In K/1M we have been learning about why we pray.
Ten Mini Vinnies representatives went to the Nursing home on Wednesday 27 th June to play board games, share
work and read with the residents.

OFFICE NEWS
Nachos Special Food Day Monday 2nd July
Don't forget to get your Nachos order in via QkR for our end of term Special Food Day next Monday 2nd July.
Canteen Menu
There will be a few minor changes to the canteen menu for Term 3. The new menu will be sent home in the 1 st
week of Term 3.
Bega Vacation Care
Booking slips for the upcoming school holidays are available from the school office.

COMMUNITY NEWS
WORKING WITH CHILDREN CHECKS. Everyone who
holds a check is now legally required to update any
change to their personal details, including name,
address and email changes, within 3 months of the
change. Penalties will apply for people who don’t
update. To update go to the Kids Guardian
website www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au and follow
the directions. You can even find your check number
here if you don’t have it on hand.

Sapphire Coast Tennis are running tennis camps at
the Merimbula Tennis Club for beginners to
advanced players aged 5-16 years over the school
holidays. The camp runs for 2 days: WEDNESDAY
18th & THURSDAY 19th JULY, Time 1:00pm–4.00pm, Cost: $50 per
Child.
Each day Children learn a different stroke or aspect of the game, related
to the standard of the group. Structured practice follows, leading to lively
games and competitions between groups. We also have snacks and
fruit each day. To register your child please call us on 0409 315542 or
email sapphirecoasttennis@gmail.com.

